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 Tropical garden charity event!

On Saturday 10th July, Jadon hosted guests at his private tropical garden where guests were

invited to enjoy the scenery and an afternoon cream tea, while raising funds for St Mark’s

Hospital and St Luke’s Hospice. 

 

This event is part of the wider fundraising initiative by St Mark’s cancer patient Steve, who is

also hosting a charity tennis event at Acorn Lawn Tennis Club in aid of both charities in

August  

 

Commenting on the garden party, Steve said: “I am delighted to report that £340 was raised

over the weekend for the two charities - fantastic! Boris has called our footballers heroes - I

call the amazing work you and many others carry out at St Mark’s and St Luke's Hospice

heroic.” 

 

Thank you Steve, Jadon, Acorn Lawn Tennis Club and everyone involved! 
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Run with us! 

Phil ran the Virtual London Marathon in 2020, in memory of his beloved mum Mary and

chose to fundraise for St Mark’s in gratitude for the care she received. Thank you to Phil and

everyone who donated, with special recognition to the punters in The Shawl, The Sportsman

and Willesden and District Social Club who helped Phil raise £2k  

 

If you are feeling inspired by Phil's story, as we still have 2 spots up for grabs at this years

Virgin London Virtual Marathon if you would like to take part get in contact with the team

today to secure a spot! Simply email e.mohan1@nhs.net for more info. 

 

mailto:e.mohan1@nhs.net?subject=Virtual%20London%20Marathon%202021
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By running for our charity, not only will you be helping to support research, education &

innovation at St Mark's, you will also be helping to raise awareness of both the hospital and

the charity. It really is a win-win!! 💙🙌

Notable Awards and Achievements

Congratulations are in order for Consultant Colorectal Surgeon Mr Phil Tozer who was

awarded trainer of the year 2021 by The Association of Coloproctology of Great Britain and

Ireland    We are incredibly proud of Mr Tozer's achievement and Foundation Chief Exec

Jason shares a personal congratulatory message: "You have a tremendous combination of

skills , nurturing talent and also expertly sharing your knowledge. A tremendous example of

what it means to be a St Mark's clinician."

Not only was St Mark’s Consultant Nurse Maggie Vance the �rst woman in the UK to qualify

as an accredited bowel cancer screener, she has now become the FIRST nurse to sit on the

Endoscopy Committee of the British Society of Gastroenterologists! Maggie is a key �gure in

the Wolfson Endoscopy Unit and has been involved in the development and implementation

of all Wolfson Unit training programmes and has presented as key speaker at national and
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international endoscopy conferences. Many congrats to Maggie on her fantastic

achievement 
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